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Abstract. In this paper we discuss design concepts for increasing the spatial
resolution, improving the sensitivity, and reducing the invasiveness in scanning
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) microscope sensors with
integrated flux pickup loops. This can be done not only by reducing the ground-
rule line widths and spacings, but also by taking advantage of planarization, reducing
flux noise through reducing the SQUID inductance, and reducing back-action through
dispersive readouts or on-chip filtering.
PACS numbers: 85.25.Dq, 85.25.Am
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1. Introduction
Scanning SQUID microscope sensors with integrated flux pickup loops [1, 2] can have
several advantages over sensors composed solely of very small SQUIDs: they can have
reduced interaction with the sample because the junctions can be physically distant from
the sample, it is possible to make very small, well shielded pickup loops without having
to make the entire device small, and it is comparatively easy to flux modulate them.
However, integrated SQUID sensors have the disadvantage of higher complexity, since
they require crossovers and overlays for good shielding of the leads to the pickup loop.
Integrated SQUID sensors have been very successful in, for example, elucidating the
pairing symmetry in the cuprate high temperature superconductors [3, 4], testing the
interplane tunneling model for the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity
[5], and imaging spontaneous circulating currents in mesoscopic normal metal rings [6].
Further, integrated SQUID sensors can be designed in a susceptometer configuration,
with a field coil surrounding the pickup loop [7]. This allows for strong discrimination
against background fields [6, 8], manipulation of local magnetic features [7, 9], and such
measurements as imaging of the local superfluid density of a superconductor [10]. It
is important to minimize the size of the pickup loop and the spacing between the loop
and the sample, while maintaining good shielding of the leads to the pickup loop, to
optimize sensor spatial resolution and sensitivity.
In previous work [11, 12], we presented SQUID susceptometers that were designed
explicitly for the purpose of measuring mesoscopic objects. The first paper in this
series [11] focused on the design’s symmetry and on issues relating to operation and
performance. The primary achievement of this generation of devices is the ability
to measure the magnetic signals from micron-sized objects down to the fundamental
Johnson noise limits [6]. The second paper in this series [12] focussed on reducing the
pickup loop size and line width to a point close to the limits set by the superconducting
penetration depth of Niobium, the material of choice for superconducting integrated
circuits. This paper also demonstrated a design that avoids the thickness problems
associated with the multiple layers required by a shielded device with a pickup loop
inside a larger field coil. Specifically, layer crossings occurred in such a way that the
pickup loop could be positioned as close as possible to the surface (Fig 1a).
In this work, we discuss additional ways to improve SQUIDs for the purpose of
measuring mesoscopic objects as well as imaging. This revision was motivated, in part,
by the possibility of a planarized superconducting process [13], with design rules that
allow for 250 nm optically defined features, and 1 µm vias. Section 2 discusses design
improvements that would be made possible if this process is implemented. Planarization
allows for significantly reduced geometric constraints in the tip design, and continuous
conducting layers that reduce vortex motion, thereby allowing for higher locally applied
fields. The small feature size allows for a significant reduction in the primary imaging
area and in the device’s stray pickup area. Section 3 outlines steps that would reduce
the SQUID’s inductance below that of previous designs. This in turn should allow for a
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reduction in the SQUIDs flux noise. The most significant reduction in inductance comes
from a lower-inductance modulation loop area, and a flux-coupled, single pickup loop
design that replaces previous designs, which were direct-coupled and had two pickup
loops. The final section, section 4, describes methods for reducing the amount of Johnson
noise seen by the sample, thus allowing for lower sample temperatures and the possibility
of measuring additional mesoscopic effects in small samples.
2. Advantages of a planarized device with multi-layer sub-micron features
The thickness of superconducting layers in an integrated process is constrained to be
larger than the superconducting penetration depth. Layers thinner than this have
limited field screening abilities and narrow, thin features can have a non-negligible
kinetic inductance. To avoid these potential problems, superconducting foundries post
design rules with layer thicknesses between 150 and 200 nm, substantially greater than
the approximately 85 nm penetration depth of sputtered Niobium. Given the thickness
of individual layers, it is difficult to design deep sub-micron features into a multi-layered
architecture, because small features cannot be reliably fabricated when the underlying
height profile varies on the same length scale. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that
any new superconducting foundry that utilizes the now readily available sub-micron
lithography tools, will also likely choose to adopt chemical-mechanical polishing steps
after each conductor/insulator layer.
The adoption of a planarization process would considerably reduce the geometric
constraints that determine whether the pickup loop layer will touch down first. Our
previous paper [12] described the use of a shallow etch outside the pickup loop and a
deep etch outside the field coil. This geometry, shown in the layer diagram in Fig. 1a,
can allow a top-layer pickup loop to touch down first with an alignment tolerance of 3
degrees. Such alignment tolerance is necessary because of the limited alignment ability in
hand-crafted scanners and because changes after alignment due to thermal contractions.
With a planarized process, a minimum alignment angle is no longer inherent in the
design. This means a larger tolerance angle can be achieved (Fig 1b,c,), or a wider field
coil can be used, which has the potential of increasing the maximum usable applied
field.
Another very important geometric advantage of a planarized design is that the via
to a top layer pickup loop can be much closer to the pickup loop itself, which would allow
for a smaller imaging kernel. In the design shown in Fig 1a, the electrical connection to
the top layer is more than 15 µm from the touch down point. Although the magnetic
field seen by the pickup loop leads (in layer W2) is partially screened by the middle
layer (W1), the long leads still make for a large area where the SQUID is responsive to
the sample’s magnetic field. In a planarized design, the vias can be brought as close as
is allowed by the design rules.
In previous papers we have demonstrated how susceptometry and background
cancellations can enable Johnson noise limited detection of magnetic signals from
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Figure 1. (Color Online) Comparison of design layouts and layer considerations for
a planarized vs a non-planarized design with sub-micron feature sizes. (a-c) Cross-
sections down the the center line of the design showing layer thickness effects. (a)
Layer thicknesses of a non planarized process described elsewhere [12], with three
superconducting layers (BE, W1, W2), two insulating layers (I1, I2), and the substrate.
Atomic force microscope data (blue) shows the tolerance angles that would allow a top
layer FIB fabricated pickup loop to touch first. (b) The layer thicknesses of a planarized
design allow for much shorter pickup loop leads with the same tolerance angles. (c)
The layer thickness diagram of a middle layer pickup loop design. (d-f) Top down view
of SQUID design. (d) Passing the field coil under the linear coax section of the SQUID
leads allows for a symmetric tip. (e) The mid-layer pickup loop design shown in (c).
(f) The top layer design shown in (b).
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mesoscopic samples such as superconducting and normal metal rings. Such objects can
have periodic response due to quantum mechanical effects, where the amplitude of this
response is inversely related to the ring size. The minimum ring size is set by the applied
field, because at least half a flux quantum of field is required to distinguish a periodic
signal from an (often much larger) linear signal related to spins [14]. Furthermore, we
have found that if the field is not sourced by the local field coils, then coupling into
the SQUID modulation loop, SQUID array amplifier, and additional vibration-related
signals severely reduce the technique’s sensitivity. Increasing the width and thickness
of the field coil loop is not enough to increase the usable maximum applied field. We
have found that these measures increase the field coil current that makes the SQUID go
normal, but that sensitivity is no longer optimal once vortices begin to move at a much
lower field [12]. Planarization allows for continuous conducting layers, which reduces
thin superconducting areas in the design, and thus should help to reduce the field coil
current where vortices begin to move.
Spatial resolution is an important factor of a SQUID’s design for many reasons. In
the large set of cases where it is acceptable to have the pickup loop ' 300 nm from the
sample, it is advantageous to put the pickup loop in the middle layer as shown in Figs.
1c-e. This allows for a minimal image kernel size, because both the top and bottom
layers can screen the pickup loop from magnetic field. The width of the shielding layers
has been kept to a minimum in the area immediately adjacent to the pickup loop to
minimize the flux-focusing effects that can increase the effective pickup loop size [1].
Our design for a SQUID with a pickup loop in the top layer, Fig.1f, is similar to that
of Fig.1e, except that the flux-focusing condition was relaxed to allow for shorter leads
and thus less stray coupling. Both designs have a field coil line that crosses far behind
the pickup loop area in a region where the SQUID has a linear coaxial geometry, Fig.
1d. This allows for a symmetric tip, minimal unshielded leads, and thus a pickup and
transition area that contributes minimally to the inductance of the rest of the design.
3. Optimizing flux sensitivity through reduced inductance
While our previous devices have flux sensitivities that are comparable to or better than
scanning devices of their kind, quantum-limited devices [15] with flux sensitivities as
low as ∼ 0.08µΦ0/
√
Hz [16] have been realized. We note that our designs are limited
by thermal noise in the shunt resistors. When optimally tuned, this Johnson noise
dependence scales like L3/2 where L is the SQUID’s self inductance [17]. An optimally
designed quantum limited flux noise scales as L1/2. By reducing L one can both reduce
the SQUID’s overall white noise floor, and increase the temperature, where temperature-
independent quantum noise becomes the dominate noise source.
For both the optically [11] and FIB [12] fabricated SQUIDs, the inductance [18] of
each section is approximately 12 pH per pickup loop, 10 pH/mm in the linear coaxial
connection region, and ∼ 55 pH for the core junction/modulation loop area.
The majority of the core area inductance in the previous designs come from the
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two modulation loops, each with an inner diameter of 10 µm. Estimating from their
inner diameter [19], these two loops contribute 30 pH to the total inductance. This
contribution would decrease linearly with a reduction in the diameter of the loop. The
main drawback to this change in our case (low bandwidth requirements) is that more
modulation-loop current would be required to keep the SQUID in a flux-locked loop.
Increases in the amount of current sent to the modulation loops can lead to heating from
stray resistances in dilution refrigerator temperature wiring. Reducing the modulation
loop diameter to 4 µm decreases the self inductance to 12 pH, while maintaining a
reasonable 175 µA/φ0 mutual inductance. Further enhancement could come from having
only one modulation loop in a non-gradiometric design. Small modulation loops with
multiple windings could also allow for smaller loops.
Another avenue worth considering for reduced inductance involves questioning
the assumption that dual, counter wound pickup coils aid background subtraction.
Assuming that comparative/background measurements are made, either by scanning or
by systematically positioning the sensor at various points around a mesoscopic object,
the net effect of the counter winding is to reduce the pickup loop coupling to the field coils
to a sufficient extent that the dynamic range of the direct signal does not overwhelm the
room temperature electronics. For small pickup loops the field coil coupling is already
small, thus the counter-winding may not be necessary. It is also physically reasonable
to require room temperature electronics that send some of the field coil signal to the
modulation loop, so that this direct coupled signal is cancelled before amplification. It
is thus possible that a one-sided SQUID could have lower noise.
4 µm
Mr-d = 5.25 pH
L = 7 pH
   Ring 
L = 20 pH
 Dumbell
Figure 2. A simplified model for a flux coupled SQUID, which consists of a dumbell
shaped flux coupler with 4 µm loops, and a 4 µm ring with specified inductances.
Directly cutting out one of the pickup loops creates an unbalanced inductance in
the two sides of the SQUID circuit. This leads to non-symmetric I-V characteristics
[20] and slightly more complicated modeling, but does not necessarily reduce the flux
sensitivity. One way to reduce the unbalanced inductance problem would be to remove
the modulation loops all together. In the resulting two-pickup loop structure, the non-
scanning pickup loop could be associated with an additional field coil that acts as a
modulation loop.
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An alternative design direction is to change the bulk of the current design into a
flux coupler with just the central part being an independent low-inductance SQUID.
A simplified Fasthenry [18] model of superconducting elements (Fig 2) illustrates the
tradeoffs between the reduced coupling to the sample, and the reduction in the SQUID’s
inductance. It considers the inductances of two objects: a simple 4 µm diameter ring,
and a “dumbell” consisting of two 4 µm diameter loops coupled by two lines. This
dumbell object has a self inductance, Ld = 20 pH, and can be considered either as a
direct coupled SQUID or the flux coupler that is coupled to the ring. In the latter case,
the ring, which has a self inductance Lr = 7 pH, represents the non-directly coupled
SQUID. The mutual inductance between the ring and dumbell is Mr−d = 5.25 pH.
The flux-coupled SQUID only sees Mr−d/Ld = .26 as much flux as its direct-coupled
counterpart, but when limited by Johnson noise, it has (Lr/Ld)
3/2 = .21 as much white
noise. Flux-coupled and direct-coupled SQUIDs therefore have very similar white noise
characteristics until the inductance is small enough that the L1/2-dependent quantum
limit is applicable. The main advantage may be that a flux-coupled SQUID could have
only one pickup loop, substantially reducing the inductance without leaving the SQUID
unbalanced.
4. Reducing SQUID sample back action
Understanding the way the SQUID perturbs the sample is an important part of
measuring quantum effects in mesoscopic samples. We will consider one of the simplest
kinds of back action on the sample, joule heating from SQUID radiation at the Josephson
frequency, fj. While studying persistent currents in normal metal rings, we discovered
that metallic regions had a spin-like linear susceptibility that increased with decreasing
temperature [14]. The coupled SQUID radiation of ≈ 10−14 Watts for our R ≈ 2Ω rings,
balanced by electron-phonon limited cooling [21], limited the temperature in isolated
rings to about 200 mK [6]. Since there are many interesting effects that only occur
below this temperature, it is important to consider design aspects that can reduce this
form of back action.
In general, the cost of reduced back-action is often reduced sensitivity. A simple
estimate for the energy dissipated in a ring is given by the flux-change-induced ring-
voltage
Vring =
dΦ
dt
= I0fjMSQ−s (1)
where MSQ−s is the mutual inductance between the SQUID and the sample. The power
dissipated is then just V 2ring/R, where R is the ring’s resistance. One can reduce this
heating effect by moving the SQUID further away from the sample, thereby reducing
MSQ−s. This is only a useful approach when there is ample signal. Another approach
is to bias the SQUID with the lowest possible voltage, and thus lowest operating fj . In
general, this approach is limited by the minimum voltage bias (∝ kBT/e), where the
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SQUID noise begins to deteriorate, and by the feedback electronics’ ability to lock into
a signal that has a reduced modulation amplitude.
The noise dependance on L3/2, mentioned in section 3, was calculated in the
βL = 2LI0/Φ0 ≈ 1 limit, where the standard design rules [17] set critical current to
I0 = Φ0/2L, and the appropriate shunt resistor is determined by βc ≈ 1. Increasing
the flux sensitivity by reducing L thus comes with an increased I0 and correspondingly
increased radiation on the sample. While the SQUID’s energy sensitivity, Φ2n/L, is
optimal for βL ≈ 1, the relevant figure of merit when measuring mesoscopic samples must
include back action. The optimal point in this case would probably require I0 < Φ0/2L.
This effect has been analyzed in quantum limited SQUIDs [22].
Another way to reduce the back action on the sample is to read out the SQUID
dispersively. Josephson radiation (and thus sample heating) does not occur when the
SQUID is in the zero voltage state. Dispersive readout measures the flux-dependence
of the inductance, without inducing voltage, typically by placing the SQUID in some
kind of resonant circuit. Thus the Josephson radiation (of typically 1-10 GHz) gets
replaced by the readout frequency (∼ 100 Mhz). One excellent way to implement
dispersive readout involves the microstrip SQUID amplifier designed by the group of
John Clarke [23]. The superconducting qubit community has invested considerable
effort in comparing the back action from this type of measurement to the back action
from other non-voltage state readout schemes, such as the scanning SQUIDs [24] that
rely on the bias current switching threshold.
A final way to limit SQUID heating would be to implement on-chip filters inside
the SQUID circuit that divert the Josephson frequency currents from the pickup loop
and sample. This approach was implemented with LC filters by John Price’s group [25]
in a two-chip design. Implementing the same type of LC filters on a single chip would
help to keep inductive losses to a minimum. We note the capacitance in our 40 µm wide,
1.2 mm long linear coaxial coupler with a 200 nm wire-to-wire spacing is roughly 20 pF.
The 30 pH pickup loop and strip line inductance thus has a cutoff frequency of 6.5 Ghz,
indicating that a reasonable portion of the Josephson frequency current is already not
flowing through the pickup loop itself. We therefore believe that further design work
that explicitly exploits this effect could have significant success.
A second type of on-chip filter involves placing a placing a small ( 0.3 Ω) shunting
resistor between the SQUID and the pickup loop. This form of RC filter works as a
frequency dependent current divider, where the Josephson frequency currents would see
a reactance of 0.95 Ω (15 pH at ∼ 10 Ghz) and thus largely run through the shunt,
whereas the zero frequency currents that set up the SQUID phase relations would still
all be coupled to the pickup loop itself.
As with the LC filter technique, this line of reasoning intrinsically relies on the fact
that we are trying to measure time-averaged equilibrium currents in our rings, and thus
can simply limit the frequencies where effective coupling occurs to some value below the
frequencies involved with the intrinsic SQUID and sample dynamics. The LC filter could
effectively shunt the great majority of the Josephson frequency radiation if an additional
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high capacitance layer, with sufficiently low stray inductance, was incorporated into the
superconducting process. The effectiveness of the RC filter is limited by the Johnson
current noise it sends through the pickup loop, integrated up to the bandwidth set by
the LC filter. In practice, however, it is likely that this RC shunting technique could
reduce the sample temperature significantly before this limit sets in.
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